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Mayor and Council

FROM Mayor's Downtown Revitalization Task Force

DATE: June 16,2014

SUBJECT: STATUS UPDATE AND CONSIDERATION OF RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

PURPOSE:

The purpose of this report is twofold:

1. To provide Council with a status update on work undefiaken to date by the Mayor's
Downtown Revitalization Task Force; and

2. To provide, for Council's review and consideration, recommended actions that have
been reviewed and evaluated by the Mayor's Downtown Revitalization Task Force.

BACKGROUND:

The Mayor's Downtown Revitalization Task Force was established by Council in April, 2014. lt
is an "action oriented" advisory committee that has been formed for the purpose of developing a
Downtown Revitalization Plan for Sidney. The purpose of this plan is to address and minimize
the short and long term challenges facing our downtown area and its businesses, property
owners, residents, community organizations and other key stakeholders. The primary goal of
the Task Force is to identify and evaluate the current, controllable factors affecting the economic
viability of downtown Sidney, and to formulate a series of "achievable" actions and strategies
that will improve economic opportunities and foster a revitalized and resilient town centre,
positioned to better withstand future economic challenges.

ln developing the Terms of Reference (refer to Appendix A) for this committee, it was
determined that actionable strategies would be brought forward for Council's consideration early
in and throughout the process, rather than waiting until the completion and adoption of a
finalized plan. ln other words, it is felt that time is of the essence, and that the proactive
execution of critical items needs to happen as soon as possible.

The first meeting of the Task Force occurred on April 241h lhe Mayor introduced the Chair (Mark
Dickinson) and Vice-Chair (Brian Losie) of the Committee. At that meeting, the Terms of
Reference were reviewed and approved, a weekly meeting schedule was established (Thursday
at 2:00 pm), a work plan was formulated and a draft Communication Plan was reviewed. Also,
the Task Force approved sending three members to the Business lmprovement Association of
British Columbia/lnternational Downtown Association (BIABC/IDA) conference being held in
Victoria on April 28,29 and 30th.

Since that first meet¡ng of the Task Force, the Committee has met each Thursday, as
scheduled. Each meeting has consistently taken at least two hours. This has resulted in an
incredible amount of work from a very positive, team-oriented, and committed group of
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volunteers. Furthermore, in preparation for each meeting, the Chair and Vice-Chair have been
meeting with Town staff prior to the Thursday meeting, for the purpose of discussing and
finalizing the upcoming agenda.

The following are just some of the items that have been discussed at the aforementioned
meetings:

o Each meeting often involved a round{able brainstorming sess¡on regarding potential
Task Force action items. These strategies were compiled and became formalized
through the development of a spreadsheet known as the Recommended Action ltem
List, or RAIL document;

¡ Discussion regarding use of external resources (i.e. consultant / facilitator);
o BIABC/IDA Conference Summary and other Resource Materials;
. Stakeholder engagement strategies - including formal surveys focused on shoppers,

business owners and property owners;
o Reviewof inspirational/educational downtown revitalization videos;
¡ Presentation f rom Development Services Department regarding LAP strategies

applicable to Task Force mandate;
. Wayfinding signage, including pedestrian directional signage and information kiosks;
. Overview of Sidney Business lmprovement Area (SBIA) and their future programs;
o Review oÍ "20 lngredients of an Outstanding Downtown" handout (Roger Brooks

lnternational) - developing a report card for Sidney;
o Presentation by Jan Egil Gulbrandsen - Strategies for Retail Success; and
r Prioritizing the action items in the RAIL document (based upon Strategic Priority and

Level of lmportance.

DISCUSSION:

As noted above, at each meeting, the Task Force spends a great deal of time brainstorming,
reviewing and prioritizing action items that are perceived to have a positive impact on the
revitalization and sustainability of Sidney's downtown. To date, a total ol77 aclion items were
reviewed, many of which came from Task force members, while other input has been submitted
from external sources via email, letters or verbally. All of these ideas were collated and tracked
using a spreadsheet matrix which became known as the RAIL document. lt should be noted
that several of the ideas were identified more than once, by different sources.

ln the RAIL, ideas/actions have been categorized by type, such as physical improvements,
finance & policy, and marketing & promotion. Another column identifies responsibility for a
particular idea, whether it be the Town, SBIA, specific business or Chamber of Commerce. The
RAIL document also identifies the Strategic Priority of each idea/action and its Level of
lmportance. A'four point" ranking system has been utilized to gauge the relative level of priority
for each item, as well as a realistic timetable for action. For example, Strategic Priority is based
upon the following rankings:

immediate (0-6 months)
mid - term (6-12 months)
long - term (year +)
not feasible

While Level of lmportance is based upon

1 = critical
2 = moderately important
3 = less important

'l =
2=
$=
4=
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4 = rìot important (for this exercise)
Accordingly, based upon the above ranking system, a score of 1 and 1 would mean that the
action or idea should be undertaken immediately, and that it has a critical level of importance
related to its potential influence on downtown revitalization. Alternatively, a score of 4 and 4
would suggest that not only is the idea unfeasible, it does not have a high degree of importance
relative to its impact on downtown revitalization.

For the purpose of this staff report, and for Council's review and consideration, the following are
the RAIL items that have been identified as a Town responsibility, and which have received a
high Sfrafegic Priority (i.e. a 1 or 2) and a high level of Importance (i.e. a 1 or 2). The RAIL
items have been grouped into like categories where applicable.

The Task Force hopes that Council considers these items, and approves their implementation
or consideration as soon as possible. lt is worth noting, however, that several of these
ideas/actions are already in progress, and/or are in the Town's strategic work plans and budget
for this year.

Many of the ideas/actions submitted by or to the Task Force which were deemed more
appropriate for the SBIA, the Chamber of Commerce or individual businesses will be fonryarded
to the relevant organization(s) for recommended action.

The following are the action items identified as the responsibility of the Town of Sidney. They
have been grouped into "like" categories for ease of review.

Siqnaoe

1. lmproving Gateway Signage
2. Directional Signage at Ocean Avenue
3. Wayfinding Signage (pedestrian focused) - Downtown Area
4. lnformation Kiosks (pedestrian focused)- Downtown Area

The concept of signage was a popular one in terms of recommended action items for downtown
revitalization. Gateway signage represents attractive, inviting signage at all major access points
to the Town, to encourage visitation of Sidney's downtown. These would be along the highway
(including at the closed tourist info centre), at the Sidney-Anacortes ferry terminal and in the
roundabout at Ocean Avenue and Fifth Street.

Wayfinding signage refers more to directional signage to major attractions, and again to the
downtown area. This concept has been in the works for over a year; a CDC sub-committee has
been working on a plan, which was referred to the Task Force for final approval. The directional
signage component of the wayfinding signage plan is now ready for Council authorization.
lnformation kiosks within the downtown are a subset of wayfinding, but also offer an opportunity
to highlight Town events and other useful economic development information. These kiosks
were identified as an option under the street furniture plan, and may be pursued in a manner
consistent with the approved furnishings currently being installed. The proposed costs to
implement the remaining signage will be identified in a future Council report.

Financial Policies

5. Consider Lowering Business Tax Rates
6. Financial Modeling - Tax Rates and Lease Rates
7. Consider Options for Business License Fee
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Not surprisingly, the idea of lower business taxes was raised more than once. This also led to a
discussion about lease rates, and how local lease rates compare regionally. There is some
question as to which of the two has a more significant impact on business viability; analysis will
be undertaken to provide additional comparisons, and to create a model that would show the
impact on residential taxes if business tax rates were lowered.

The idea of considering options for business licence fees was raised, and is already in the
Ïown's work plan for this year. Some of the options that may be considered are eliminating the
need for annual business licence renewals, or earmarking the annual business licence revenues
for economic development initiatives. The complete financial impact of the aforementioned
financial policies depends on the choices made, and will be fully identified in a future report to
Council.

Development Policies

8. lncrease Residential Density to Support Business
L Provide Additional Encouragements to Owners/ Developers to Develop Properties

The concept of increasing residential density, especially in the downtown area, was
recommended as an essential method of increasing the customer base within the local area.
More customers, combined with initiatives (by SBIA) to create awareness of the need to shop
locally, would mitigate the potential loss of business to neighbouring retail outlets.

The Town has had in place, for a number of years, an OCP and Local Area Plan for the
downtown that specifically encourages this type of residential downtown densification.
Unfortunatley, these plans were adopted shortly after the beginning of the economic downturn;
this has had a significant impact on the development community, and has made it more difficult
for the Town's long-term vision to be realized. There are signs, however, that the economy is
picking up, and that there will be uptake on the principles ingrained within the OCP and LAP and
more recently, the Town's award winning Zoning Bylaw, which was adopted two years ago. ln
addition, a more aggressive promotion of the Town's policies as an "open for business" blueprint
is included in this year's work plans, and has been reiterated through the Task Force.

Development is, and should be considered as, "free revitalization". ln addition to the
construction of new buildings or improvements to existing buildings, the Town can and does
require offsite improvements that also have a positive impact on the overall downtown
experience. Without this development, the Town would have to invest heavily in its own
revitalization, which would be a cost to existing taxpayers (including the business community).

Despite the existing plans being in place, and the economy picking up, there is a desire for
additional incentives (or the elimination of disincentives) to encourage development. The Town
has already relaxed the parking requirements for change of business use, and will soon be
tackling a similar parking relaxation for complete redevelopment. These improvements,
supplemented by a communication strategy around development rules and costs that are
already favourable, should serve to encourage investment in Sidney's downtown. However,
there needs to be more emphasis on informing the development community that Sidney is
"ready and willing" when it comes to appropriate development opportunities in and around the
downtown.

A final tool that will be considered (also in this yea/s work plan) is the potential for revitalization
tax exemptions. There are possibilities for temporary relaxation of property taxes on certain
kinds of downtown revitalization projects that are in line with Council's goals and objectives.
However, as with additional densification, these must be considered carefully in terms of
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commun¡ty acceptance; it then becomes even more important to communicate the benefits of a
healthy downtown and business sector to the overall health and sustainability of the community.

There could be financial implications associated with the implementation of a revitalization tax
exemption scheme, depending on the mechanics of an eventual bylaw. Options will be
presented to Council once the bylaw development process proceeds.

Miscellaneous

10. Create a Special RV Parking Area

The only option deemed to be viable within the Town would be at Mary Winspear Centre.
MWC is already offering this service; the Town may get involved by working with them to
expand and promote the availability. No immediate financial implications.

11. Downtown Street Line Painting (Refreshed)

Annual street line painting is already being done by the Town. This initiative would place
additional emphasis on the downtown area, making sure that it was done each year, at the
beginning of the high season, to give the area a more attractive, fresh appearance.
Moderate f inancial implications.

12. Address lssues with Port Sidney Marina

Port Sidney is seen as a vital gateway into downtown Sidney; there are perceptions that it is
not living up to its potent¡al in this respect. The Town is being asked to work with the owner
to improve the synergies with the downtown, and capitalize on boat traffic that is within
walking distance of Sidney's core. This work is beginning through the Town's Ports &
Waterfront lnfrastructure Committee. No financial implications.

13. Embrace the Youth Culture Potential at the Skateboard Park

While it should be acknowledged that the polar opposite idea of removing the skateboard
park was also submitted, the perceived lack of youth activities in the area makes this a
potentially attractive option. Events may be scheduled to enhance the use of, and improve
the graffiti at, the skateboard park. Low to moderate financial implications.

14. Develop a Streetscape Troubleshooting Guide (i.e. Calls for Service)

Options were discussed for making it easier to report issues (traffic/street lights not working,
litter, graffiti, etc.) in the downtown to the Town's Operations department for prompt
attention. While the Town already has Cal/s for Seruice functionality, which can be
submitted via email, by phone or in person, other options will be explored to make it more
prominent and easier to use, and/or expand the ways in which reporting of issues can be
accomplished.

15. Pedestrian Traffic Study on Beacon Avenue - Purchase of lnfrared Metering Sensor

ln the interest of establishing some baseline metrics for the level of pedestrian activity on
Beacon Avenue - including at different times of the day, week, and season - it was
suggested that the Town consider purchasing a pedestrian counter in the form of an infrared
metering sensor. This idea came forward from one of the Task Force members that
attended the BIABC/IDA Conference in Victoria and heard from other municipalities that
utilize this technology and found it useful. lt was suggested that the Town consider
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purchasing a sensor as part of its 2015 Budget deliberations, and poss¡bly the SBIA
purchasing one. The total cost of one unit is approximately $6,500.

16. Additional Waterfront Walkway lmprovements - Additional Street Furniture

Supplement waterfront areas with additional benches and garbage/recycling cans. The
Town can pursue this through funds remaining in the current street furniture project (if any)
or through new funding in a subsequent budget.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

The financial impacts of some of the proposed action items have been identified or discussed
throughout this report. Some of the items are already included in the Town's budget. Many
other ideas depend on an iterative process to identify a financial impact; in other words, they will
depend on choices made in future policy or bylaw deliberations. Any action items that require
funding beyond what is currently identified will have to be brought fon¡rard to Council for
approval.

SUMMARY:

It is clear that the Mayor's Downtown Revitalization Task Force has made incredible strides in
the relatively short time it has been in existence. The next phase of the Task Force will focus on
the formal survey work that is currently being undertaken. Town staff will be analyzing the
results from each of the shopper, business owner and property owner surveys, which will further
inform the RAIL document and provide, for the first time, baseline data on the Sidney retail
experience.

It is anticipated that the next summary report, for Council's review and consideration, will occur
in September / October.

RECOMMENDATTON(S):

That Council see merit in, and approve for implementation, the Action ltems (1 to 16) identified
in this report.

Respectf ully subm itted,

Mayor's Downtown Revitalization Task Force

Attachments:

APPENDIX A: Mayor's Downtown Revitalization Task Force Terms of Reference
APPENDIX B: Recommended Action ltems (RAIL)


